
Title of the Tutorial: Advanced Analog Design 

Abstract of Tutorial: Even though it becomes possible to realize more and more functionalities using 

digital circuits, the design of analog circuits still has its important role in the design of numerous System 

on Chip. The tutorial begins with the broader overview of the challenges in the analog design. After 

describing the system-level requirements along with the architecture and circuit needs, specific circuit 

and system solutions will be discussed to highlight promising approaches. Design techniques for basic 

analog circuits such as OPAMP and advanced analog- and mixed signal circuit blocks such as analog-to-

digital converters will be covered in detail.  

The tutorial proposes an approach that favors the simplification of complex problems. This day long 

tutorial addresses both the system- and circuit-level aspects of emerging mixed-signal systems. Analysis 

and design techniques to implement OPAMP analog to digital converters and the impact of substrate 

noise on these circuits in large system-on-chips will be discussed. 

The tutorial will also cover the physical design in detail. Two test Cases of Pipelined and Sigma Delta ADC 

will also be discussed. 

Proposed duration: HalfDay.( 3 hours) 

Prerequisite knowledge: The attendees should have basic knowledge of Analog and VLSI Design besides 

VLSI Technology. 

Detailed outline: The tutorial is categorized into following Four lectures 

1) Challenges in the Analog Design, Design-process Linkages 

2) Front end design, Nyquist rate Data converters 

3) Challenges in Physical Implementation, Over sampling data converters 

4) Design & Characterization of Data converters (ADC, DAC) 

 

Tutorial Goals:This tutorial describes fundamental design approach of basic analog cell such as OPAMP 

and advanced Analog Circuits such as ADCs. 

Deliverable of Tutorial: The participants will have understanding and how to do complete chip finishing 

of analog circuits like programmable gain amplifiers and analog-to-digital converter using process design 

kit of a foundry(SCL ,  AMS). 

Speakers:   Sh HS Jatana, Gr Head – Design & Process Group ;and Sh Ashutosh Yadav, Sci/Engr ‘SD’  

DPG/VDD 

 

 

 



 

Biodata of Speakers 

HS Jatana 

 

Received his engineering education from BITS Pilani and had a brief stint at CMC Delhi as Software 
engineer wherein he worked on Railway Computerization Project, and later joined SCL in the CMOS 
division. 
 
 
He has worked in different areas of CMOS and has   vast experience on CMOS design, Device testing /, 
characterization, Test program development on ATE, Silicon debugging, and   process Integration / 
porting over few technology nodes; starting from 5µm to sub-micron nodes.  
 
He also worked atRockwell Semiconductor and atAMS Austria for ten months on deputation for porting 
of SCL’s CMOS processes at their foundry.   
 
 
He has been instrumental in design of various ASICs and products viz, Energy meter chip, Single chip 
telephone, 12-bit ADC, 14-bit DAC, CMOS Imaging Sensor CIS, signal processor, SRAM, LVR, LDO’s, 
RAdHARD devices etc.  
 
His areas of interest are low power CMOS design, analog design in DSM regime, process enhancements / 
optimization in DSM era, development of CMOS Compatible processes.  
 
 
Also interested in spreading VLSI education and have delivered numerous lectures and tutorials on VLSI 
Design & Process Technology at   IITs (kharagpur, Kanpur,Madras, Bombay, Roorkee, Guwahati, Ropar, 
Mandi) NITs (Hamirpur, kurushetra, Manipur, Jalandhar), NITTR Chandigarh,  Assam State Technical 
university, Andhra University, PU Chandigarh etc.    
 
He has also conducted a one-day tutorial at 17th VLSI Design and Test conference (VDAT15) and VDAT 

2016.  Institute of Space Technology) Trivandrum 

  
. 



 

 

Ashutosh Yadav 

 

Received his BE in electronics and M Tech (VLSI Design) from IIT Kanpur.  Since last ten years He is 

working in the field of Analog and Mixed Signal Design. He has been associated with development of 

many ASICs, IPs and standard products such as CMOS MEMS Integration, 14 bit 20 MHz ADC with on 

chip Signal Conditioning and Processing Circuitry, 12 bit  10 MSPS Low power ADC,  3bit Flash ADC, CCD 

Analog Signal Processor, other ASICs,  etc.   

He has vast experience in design Nyquist rate ADCs and its characterization at die and device level. 

Besides this he takes keen interest in process related issues and yield improvements for ADCs. 

His research interests are  Nyquist rate ADCs, Sensor Signal Conditioning & Processing Circuits, Mixed 

Signal Coupling, characterization and packaging of ADCs for enhanced performance.  

He has delivered lectures at various institutes of repute like IIT Roorkee, PEC Chandigarh, SLIET, etc. He 

also took part in full day tutorial during VDAT2016. 

His areas of interest are low power amplifier design, low power ADC, and analog signal processing 

circuits.  He is also interested in development of High voltage (>5V)  CMOS Processes.  


